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Christie’s Hong Kong  
30 November 2020 
Important Chinese Ceramics  
and Works of Art 
Lots: 98. Low Estimate: HK$94m 
Imperial Glories from the  
Springfield Museum Collection 
Lots:12. Low Estimate: HK$23m 

The Chang Wei-Hwa Collection 
of Archaic Jades 
Lots: 75. Low Estimate: HK$14.23m 
Inspiring the Mind -  
Life of the Scholar Official    
Lots: 68. Low Estimate: HK$99m 
Total Lots: 253 Total Low Estimate: HK$230.47m 

Photographs © Christie’s.   

Christie’s assembles a really interesting  
group of pieces for their autumn sale in  
Hong Kong.  
With a relatively short and restricted sourcing period, Christie’s have 
assembled a really fine group of pieces for their sales which begin 
viewing this coming weekend.  

One of the most significant lots of the season and of the sale of Important 
Chinese Art is lot 3001, is a magnificent and large Northern Song dynasty 
Ding ‘lotus’ basin. Its interior displays wonderfully free carving of a lotus 
flower and foliage. This combined with its thin, luminous ivory glaze, is the 
hallmark of the best Ding pieces. It has an illustrious history in that it was 
owned by the famous English Victorian/Edwardian collector William 
Cleverly Alexander (1840-1916). Exhibited at the Manchester Art Gallery 
exhibition of 1913, it has only appeared at auction once at Sotheby’s in 
May 1931, where it was purchased by Bluett & Sons, London. It will be 
interesting to see how the market responds to it.  

There are two important lots of Yongzheng period yangcai 
imperial porcelain in the sale. The first is lot 3003, the fine 
and rare yangcai ‘poppy’ cup. It is beautifully painted with 
one pink, one white and one iron-red poppy on a sparse 
white ground.  The most recent example to be sold was 
one at Sotheby’s sale of Imperial Porcelain, A Private 
Collection in London on 6 November last year, which had 
two hairline cracks to its rim and sold for £212,500. It will 
be interesting to see what a perfect example sells for.  

Lot 3001. An extremely rare and fine large Ding ‘lotus’ bowl, 
late Northern Song-early Jin dynasty, 11th-12th century,  
31.5cm diameter. HK$6-8m.

Lot 3004. A pair of fine and rare yangcai Chrysanthemum dishes, 
Yongzheng marks and period, 16.3cm diameter. HK$15-20m.

Lot 3003. A fine and rare yangcai ‘poppy’ cup, 
Yongzheng mark and period, 9.1cm diameter. 
HK$7-9m. 

William Cleverley Alexander 
(1840-1916)



The second is lot 3004, the pair of fine and rare yangcai 
chrysanthemum dishes. It is rare to find a pair of dishes of this type 
and the painting is particularly fine. The design is really successful 
in the way it echoes the circular format and leaves large areas of the  
fine white porcelain undecorated. These were last sold at Christie’s 
Hong Kong on 27 May 2008 for HK$10.4m, so it will be interesting 
to see what their movement in price will be.  

The most significant single owner offering at Christie’s this 
November is the Imperial Glories From The Springfield Museums 
Collection. This is a twelve lot offering of superb 18th century jade 
and cloisonné enamel that was once part of the collection of 
George Walter Vincent Smith and his wife Belle Townsley Smith 
(1845-1928). Smith was a successful New York carriage 
manufacturer and was so successful that he was able to retire at 35. 
In 1871 he donated a large part of his collection to the City Library 
Association, which was to become the Springfield Museums 
Corporation and Smith became its first director and curator.  

Christie’s held a sale of early bronzes, Song ceramics and Qing 
imperial porcelain in New York in March 2013 to raise money for 
acquisitions for the Museum. This time around the funds are to be 
raised for the care of the collections and to advance the Museums‘ 
commitment to equity and diversity and to focus on collecting 
woman artists, artists of colour and under-represented artists. 

The standout cloisonné enamel lot, a detail of which is on the front 
cover of the catalogue is lot 2905, the magnificent and massive 
imperial cloisonné enamel ‘taotie’ hu-form vase. It is based on 
archaic bronze design elements, but with the large taotie mask to 
each side, it is so unlike any vase of its type. Much smaller vases or 
censers do exist with taotie designs, as does a large cloisonné pou, 
that was sold at Christie’s Paris in June 2007, but they are quite 
different in character to this bold vase.   

The other standout cloisonné enamel lot is lot 2909 the 
magnificent and large Qianlong period imperial cloisonné enamel 
vase with phoenix handles. The enamelled design and the quality of 
the cast phoenix handles is of the first order.  

Of the jades, the most significant is lot 2908, the magnificent and 
exceptionally rare large Qianlong/Jiaqing period white jade carving of 

Shoulao. The 
figure stands 
holding a peach 
and a gnarled 
staff, with a deer 
nestled to his 
left side. It is of 
large size and 
the quality of 
carving and the 
consistency of 
the white stone 
is exceptional.  

Lot 2909. A magnificent large imperial cloisonné 
enamel baluster vase with phoenix handles, Qing 
dynasty, early 18th century, 48.8cm high. HK$2.4-3.5m. 

Lot 2908. A magnificent and exceptionally rare large white jade carving of Shoulao, 
and deer, Qianlong-Jiaqing period, 27.2cm high. HK$5-7m.  

Lot 2904. A white jade ‘chilong and bat’ ruyi sceptre, Qianlong period, 42.7cm long. HK$1.5-2.5m. 

Lot 2905. A magnificent and massive imperial 
cloisonné enamel ‘taotie’ hu-form vase, Yongzheng-
Qianlong period, 64.7cm high. HK$3-5m. 

Portrait of Mr and Mrs George Walter Vincent 
Smith by Thomas Waterman Wood (1823-1903).  
George Walter Vincent Smith Museum, Springfield. 



This season, Christie’s will also be offering the second offering of early 
jades from the collection of the renowned Taiwanese dealer Chang 
Wei-Hwa. A year ago with part I, the focus was on the Neolithic period. 
This time the focus is on the Xia, Shang and Western Zhou dynasties.  

The standout lot of this sale is lot 2705, the important and very rare 
Shang dynasty turquoise-inlaid and jade inset bronze axe. It is very rare 
for jade axe blades to be complete with their bronze mounts and only 
one other in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts is known. Another lot 
exhibiting an inlaid-turquoise bronze mount is lot 2706, the very rare 
late Shang dynasty turquoise-inlaid jade inset bronze ge-halberd 
blade. It is quite unusual for the hilt to be cast in the form of a bird.  
The most important ge-halberd blade is lot 2707, which is a consistent 
white colour and is inscribed to the top of the blade in oracle bone 
script - Qi hou Mi yong, ‘for the use of the Marquis Mi of Qi’. 

Christie’s will also be holding another sale dedicated to furniture and 
scholar objects, entitled - Inspiring the Mind - Life of the Scholar 
Official. The sale features Chinese furniture, soapstone seals, bronze,  
lacquer, jade and bamboo. Of the furniture lots, one of the most 
significant is lot 2844 the magnificent and extremely rare Qianlong 
period zitan hexagonal table. The frieze and the hexagonal panel inset 
to the base are exquisitely carved in detail with flowers and foliage.   

Lot 2810. An important and very rare pair of huanghuali round-corner 
tapered cabinets and stands, Yuanjiaogui, Ming dynasty, 17th century, 186cm 
high. HK$16-20m.  

Lot 2844. A magnificent and extremely rare carved zitan 
hexagonal table, Qianlong period, 93cm high. HK$16-20m.

Lot 2707. A highly important inscribed ‘Marquis Mi’ 
jade ge-halberd blade, late Shang dynasty, 29.8cm 
long. HK$2.5-4m

Lot 2706. A very rare turquoise-inlaid jade inset 
bronze ge-halberd blade, late Shang dynasty, 
31.3cm long. HK$1.2-1.8m. 

Lot 2705. An important and very rare turquoise-
inlaid and jade-inset bronze axe, qi, Shang 
dynasty, 21cm long. HK$1.8-2.5m. 



Bonhams Hong Kong  
1 December 2020 

Eternal Resonance: Music in Chinese Art  
Lots: 52. Low Estimate: HK$11.25m 

Fine Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art 
Lots: 60. Low Estimate: HK$34.18m 
Total Lots: 112 Total Low Estimate: HK$45.43m 

Photographs © Bonhams.   

Bonhams Hong Kong sale Eternal Resonance: Music in Chinese Art  is the first 
Chinese auction dedicated to the theme of music. This innovative sale 
encompasses not only historical depictions of Chinese music in art, as well as 
some musical instruments, but it also introduces some contemporary art, 
calligraphy and furniture that are closely associated with China’s literati instrument 
- the qin.  

Historically in China, playing the qin was seen as one of the four accomplishments 
of the literati scholar, which also included, calligraphy, painting and playing weiqi 
(Chinese chess).  

The introduction to the sale catalogue by Keason Tang gives a brief historical overview of 
music in China and the relevance of the eight materials in nature used by ancestors to 
make or represent music. Some of these include metal, such as lot 1 - a Western Zhou ritual 
bell - to earth, such as the Kangxi period blue and white ‘eighteen scholars’ brushpot (lot 
18). The introduction ends with an intention to contribute to China’s ancient musical 
tradition by having invited contemporary artists to create works based on the subject of 
music.  

In this spirit, Asaph Hyman approached Jerry Chen, the respected Taiwanese dealer and 
furniture designer of the House of Chen, to produce five custom made qin tables. Chen’s 
Chunzai Design aesthetic sees a deep understanding of China’s historical past as essential 
to create something new and relevant today. Two of these pieces are included in the sale, 
the most striking of which is lot 14, the nanmu lacquered qin table. Bonhams have 
published an accompanying book (Beyond Strings, Attuned to the Soul) to this catalogue, 
which sets out in detail Chen’s design aesthetic and method of manufacture. The classic 

Lot 13.  ‘Taigu Yuanyin’, an important and rare ‘Confucius-style huanghuali and zitan-inlaid ‘hundred-patch’ guqin, 117cm long. HK$1.5-2m.  

Lot. 14. A unique nanmu lacquered qin table, qinzhuo, designed by Jerry J.I. Chen, 110cm long. HK$200,000-300,000. 

Lot 18. A fine blue and white ‘eighteen scholars’ brushpot, bitong, Kangxi period, 18cm diameter. HK$600,000-800,000.  

Lot 51. Vincent Fang (b.1969). Juha Tai (Chrysanthemum Terrace), October 2020, Edition 1/4, signed by the artist, 175cm long. HK$120,150,000.  

Lot 29. Pu Ru, Sage playing qin, ink and colour on paper, 132.5cm by 33.5cm. HK$420,000-480,000.



lines and use of old wood is certainly a nod to traditional Chinese 
techniques, but the multi-coloured lacquered surface of greens, blues 
and orange is very striking and contemporary in feel. However, these 
tables are not just about a look, as a great degree of design precision 
has gone into their making for them to act as the perfect resonant 
surface on which a qin is to be played.   

The sale of Fine Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art follows on directly 
and comprises sixty lots, many of which are consigned from private 
Asian and European collections.  

Of the early jades at the beginning of the sale, the standout lot is lot 
104, the very rare pair of late Warring States/mid Western Han dynasty 
large white and russet jade bi discs. Unusual for their large size and 
being carved from the same piece of stone, the carving of the rows of 
polygonal bosses in their respective rows is exceptional.  

The most significant archaic bronze is lot 106, the rare archaic 
inscribed ritual food vessel, ding. It is cast with a band of kui-dragon in 
low relief below the rim and the interior includes an eight-character 
pictogram reading Yatun zuo fuyi bao zunding (Yatun made this 
precious ding for father yi).  The Patina to the exterior is quite unusual 
in that the upper part is of a pale green/milky white tone, but the lower 
section into the legs is slightly darker.  

Of the later bronzes lot 114, the very rare and large Yongzheng mark 
and period imperial bronze incense burner is a real standout rarity. 
Cast around 1733 most likely for an imperial temple, it was the 
centrepiece for a five-piece altar garniture set. The quality of the 
casting is superb and the shallow relief design of taotie and kui-
dragons seem to float above the tightly-formed leiwen ground.  

Lots 153 and 154, the two very rare late Tianshun/early Chenghua 
yellow-glazed anhua ‘dragon’ saucer dishes represent a significant 
discovery which originated from private Greek collectors Thekla 
(1923-2013) and Constantine (1913-1991) M. Marinidis. Many of their 
purchases were made through international dealers such as Bluett & 
Son, John Sparks, Marchant’s, A & J Speelman. C.T. Loo and Frank Caro. 
These dishes compare, in terms of their form and colour, to larger 
extant mark and period examples of the early Chengua period and it is 
possible that they may be unique as unmarked examples.  

Two  

Lot 142. A rare and large cloisonné enamel ‘three rams’ vase, zun, 17th/18th 
century, 68cm high. HK$2.5-3.5m.

Lot 114. A very rare and large imperial bronze incense  
burner, chaoguanlu, Yongzheng mark and period, 56cm  
high. Estimate on request. 

Lots 153 &154. Two very rare yellow-glazed anhua ‘dragon’ 
saucer dishes, late Tianshun/early Chenghua period, 18.8cm 
and 18.9cm diameter respectively. HK$600,000-800,000 each.  

Lot 106. A rare archaic inscribed ritual food vessel, 
ding, Early Western Zhou dynasty, 21cm high. 
HK$1.2-2.2m.   

Lot 104. A very rare pair of large white and russet 
jade dices, bi, late Warring States/mid Western Han 
dynasty, each 15.6cm. HK$2-3m.



Important Objects Coming 
Up for Sale In Paris On 07 
December.  
Jean Gauchet Asian Art, recently put 
photographs on his Instagram feed of two 
important Chinese pieces that will be 
coming up for sale in Paris at Millon auction 
house next month.  

The first is a large Yongzheng mark and 
period famille rose ‘peony and butterflies’ 
dish. It is superbly painted to the centre of 
the interior with three sprays of peony, one 
in pink, one in iron-red and the other in 
pink, white and pale yellow enamel. There 
are six butterflies flying above these sprays ,  
below four further sprays on the rim 
including prunus, rose and magnolia.  The 
reverse is painted with a number of magnolia 
petals floating on breaking waves. The centre of the base bears the six-character mark in 
underglaze blue. There is a similar dish in the Shanghai Museum and another one came 
up for sale Piasa in Paris on 10 June 2013. The estimate on this one is €150,000-200,000. 

The second piece is a very rare and unusual 18th century carved chengxiangmu table 
screen/cabinet. The front panel is carved in high relief with five claw dragons and acts as a 
screen with a circular mirrored panel to the centre. Above this to each side, there are two 
small apertures which when observed closely, are three 
dimensional diorama scenes, one of a scholar at a table in an 
interior and the other of a rocky river landscape scene with a 
retreat. The back of the cabinet contains numerous drawers.  

The piece has come from a castle in the South West of France 
and by family repute, it was brought back by an ancestor who 
served in the military in China between 1903 and 1919. It is 
estimated €200,000-300,000.  

A large famille rose ‘peony and butterflies’ dish, Yongzheng mark 
and period, 54cm diameter. €150,000. 

A rare imperial chengxiangmu table screen/cabinet, 18th century, 77cm wide, 21cm deep, 67cm high. €200,000-300,000. 



Highlights from  

Sotheby’s Hong Kong    
26 November 2020 
A Selection of Qing Imperial Porcelain 
Lots - 23 Low Estimate - HK$5.71m.  
Photographs © Sotheby’s.   

  

Lot 108. An extremely rare inscribed Yixing Jun-imitation 
‘peach’ waterdropper, Qing dynasty, Yongzheng period, 
14.3cm long. HK$200000-300,000.

Lot 104. A superb pair of pink-ground famille rose ‘twelve 
beauties’ vases, Daoguang seal marks and period, 27.5cm 
high, 27.5cm high.  HK$1.5-2m. 

Lot 116. A pair of inscribed famille rose square tea caddies, 
attributed to Tang Ying, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, 
16.7cm and 16.8cm. high. HK$1-1.5m. 

Lot 119. A rare cloisonné imitation white-ground famille 
rose vase, Qianlong seal mark and period, 24.4cm high.  
HK$400,000-600,000.

Lot 118. A pair of blue-ground gilt decorated octagonal vases, Qianlong 
seal marks and period, 21.8cm and 22cm high. HK$600-000-800,000. 



Some Highlights from 

Sotheby’s Hong Kong    
26 November 2020 
China - 5000 Years 
Lots - 520 Low Estimate - HK$21.11m.  
Photographs © Sotheby’s.   

Lot 323. A rare and large Yue celadon ‘tiger’ vessel, Huzi, Southern 
dynasties, 25.2cm long. HK$500,000-60,000. 

Lot 459. A fine and extremely rare coral-red ground famille rose 
altar vase, Qianlong seal mark and period, 25.4cm. 
HK$800,000-1,200,000. 

Lot 383. A large Junyao blue-glazed bowl, Northern Song dynasty, 
22.5cm diameter. HK$200,000-300,000.

Lot 400. A black-painted Cizhou painted jar, Song dynasty, 19.6cm 
diameter. HK$30,000-50,000.

Lot 434. A pair of Wucai ‘figures’ dishes, Wanli marks and period, 
12.5cm and 12.7cm diameter. HK$100,000-150,000.

Lot 346. A Dingyao carved ‘dragon’ box and cover, Song - Yuan 
dynasty, 7.4cm diameter. HK$20,000-30,000


